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An integral concept for
kitchen exhaust cleaning



...industrial kitchens are equipped with exhaust 
systems designed to evacuate smoke and odours, 
the extracted vapours contain a that accumulates 
in the filters, hoods, ducts and extractors. 
This grease is highly flammable and is responsible 
for most fires in restaurans. Furthermore, dirty systems 
force the system´s fan, resulting in and generating 
bad smells as a result of inadequate ventilation.

Considering that...



concept

Brushing robots for 
duct cleaning 

Compressed air 
generators  

Active foam and 
rinse generators 

Kitchen utensils and 
filters cleaning 
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The modules have been 
designed to combine two 

brushes of different diameters, 
material and thickness of the 
pins in order to adapt to the 

shape of the duct brushing 
both circular and square. 
The  system DUO Square

combines two rows of bristles; 
the outer core is designed for 
the height of the duct and the 

inner core with the appropriate
 size for an effective 

corner brushing.



Brushes

Accessory for centering the brush in larger both 
square and rounds ducts (450 to 1000 mm) 

With legs that are adjusted to duct dimensions 
ensuring a regular mechanical action  

multipro

Pneumatic centralizer 

Visiogras

 
for all functions with a 
membrane keyboard

Remote Control

Optional accessories

With different types and sizes according
the need. DUO SQUARE System for

effective cleaning in square ducts

consists of a sealed camera that is 
attached to the head robot to perform  

a HD video & recording inside the 
ducts, before and after the cleaning 
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Instantaneous heating system 

Is integrated into the equipment
for autonomous operation,

ultra-quiet and without vibrations. 

High pressure unit
IDROGRAS The accessoryo  can be

integrated + inside the equipment 
to form a compact system

dof tap water for a better
dissolution and rinse of grease

Compressed air 

Chemical product Comegras Box
Sealed system in bags with carton 

packaging ensuring an accurate
and reliable dosing.

Control panel  
for all functions with
a membrane keyboard

Remote control 
for all functions with a 
membrane keyboard



iFoam Mini* is the ideal support when you 
need a generator of active foam for the 
most inaccessible places, like terraces, roofs, 
elevated areas with difficult access. 
Take advantage of the technology Multijet 
of it cousin ifoam Pro.

 

ifoammini ultrasonicfilnet

PATENTED
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